Many students exceed limits

In a series.

The Committee on Academic Progress reviews the cases of students who have academic and financial difficulties.

The most common such petition is to exceed the credit limit for ten weeks. The week after drop date to exceed a credit limit.

The CAP usually sets 48 units as the normal credit limit, usually reissuing them to essentially circumvent the credit limit for ten weeks.

Students must drop a course, or the week after drop date to exceed the credit limit. The result is usually another poor academic semester and another warning or a required withdrawal.

The committee discussed this problem last fall, and decided that starting in the spring of 1985, students with a credit limit would be warned about exceeding their limit on add day.

At the end of the spring semester, the last month of the semester, there were many fewer petitions to exceed the credit limit for ten weeks. Perhaps the only way to totally avoid drop days petitions at the end of the semester is to forbid students on a credit limit to register for more than their limit.

The other credit limits that students petition to exceed are the freshman limits. Freshman credit limits are viewed as a safeguard against abuses of pass/fail, and requests to exceed them are almost always denied.

The CAP receives a small number of petitions each semester for reinstatement or cancellation of a suspension for academic reasons. (Please turn to page 3)
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